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Introduction
At Tring we want to create a real reading culture across school and ensure we foster a love of reading in
our students. We know reading is incredibly beneficial to students' wellbeing as well as their academic
performance. A student's reading ability is one of the most significant factors determining GCSE
success. In order for students to access a GCSE Maths paper they need a reading age of 15 years and
7 months, which is even higher for those papers needing more extended reading.

The vocabulary & reading gap in children begins early, normally before school and then widens
throughout. In 2019 research stated that 73% of students left primary school without the expected level
of reading and 1 in 11 children don't have a book of their own at home, unfortunately this trend is
currently increasing. However, other evidence shows that 14 year olds who read regularly &
independently know 26% more words than those who don’t read and achieve greater academic success.

When moving from primary to secondary school we know there is a large shift in students reading. There
is much less fiction and far more informational texts. They are also exposed to far more disciplinary
literacy and are expected to be able to talk and write like a historian, geographer, mathematician,
scientist, philosopher….

‘By closing the vocabulary gaps for children in our classrooms with their peers, we can offer them the
vital academic tools for school success, alongside the capability to communicate with confidence in the
world beyond the school gates.’ Alex Quigley - Closing the vocabulary gap.

Ten key ways you could help at home:

1. Make books easily accessible - Make sure children know where they can get books. Tring school
LRC has a function to search the physical school library as well as an extensive e-library & audio books,
Tring Library is also well-resourced & has online books, and charity shops are also great for bargain
finds.

Idea - Encourage students to share book reviews from what they’re reading.
Idea - Suggest students join an online reading group, e.g. Tring library chatterbox group

2. Support students to read a Goldilocks book - Encourage reading that will challenge students but is
also accessible for them, ‘Not too easy and not too hard.’ Check if a book is ‘just right’ with the 5 finger
test. Open the book at any page & read aloud from that page, keep a track of the number of words they
don’t know - 1 word = too easy, 2 words = a little too easy, 3 words = ‘just right’, 4 words = a little too
hard, 5 words = too hard.

Idea - Research Suggested fiction, it can also include newspapers, graphic novels…
Idea - Visit the National literacy trust website and their virtual library - It has interviews with authors &
extracts from new books.

3. Reading together - Encourage students to read to you, or take it in turns to read aloud. This may be
fiction they are reading, a new article online or some of their work they have produced.
Develop students' fluency by encouraging them to re-read text until the decoding sounds become
automatic.

Idea -If students are struggling they could use an online book and use Read & Write to have a passage
read to them & follow along as the extract is read to them, before then reading it themselves.

https://www.tring.herts.sch.uk/1123/learning-resource-centre
https://www.tring.herts.sch.uk/1123/learning-resource-centre
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/Libraries-and-archives/Library-opening-hours/Tring-Library.aspx
https://readinggroups.org/groups/3856-tring-library-chatterbooks-group
https://schoolreadinglist.co.uk/reading-lists-for-ks3-pupils/suggested-reading-list-for-year-7-pupils-ks2-age-11-12/
https://wordsforlife.org.uk/virtual-school-library/


4. Be a role model - Children are inspired and try to imitate you. If they see you reading, you are
modelling for them and they will want to copy. Discuss the books you are reading, and as they get older,
share books. Research shows that if a family has a male, this is especially important, as boys are often
the least likely to read and far more likely to when they see a male role model reading.

Idea - Look up FRED - Fathers Reading Every Day.

5. Reinforce the use of reading strategies - When reading independently ask them to use their reading
strategies to support them and find methods that work for different texts. Students coming into year 7 in
September will all be given these on a bookmark.

6. Encourage students to create ‘mental models’ - Bring background knowledge into what they are
learning. They could produce graphic organisers to help visualize the information.

Idea - Watch the film version of the book or a documentary around that time or context.

7. Cultivate a word consciousness with children - Encourage students to notice words and be curious
about their meaning. Try not to simplify your language around the home, but teach them the meaning of
new words. Develop their vocabulary & continue to use new words. Students generally need 4-5
exposures to a new word to establish long-term memory of it.

Idea - Challenge students to look up new words they come across but don’t know.
Idea - Vocabulary.com is a great website, with activities on books, information on word morphology & it's
free to sign up.
Idea - The UNWFP has an online word game to find synonyms & others to test word knowledge & the
incentive is it then equates to the amount of rice the charity donates.

8. Help children become ‘word detectives’ -  If students learn the story, the etymology, behind a word,
it helps understand the meaning & the word becomes more memorable. Children are naturally curious &
like to find patterns, this is easy with words, and when learning root words, prefixes & suffixes their word
knowledge will exponentially increase. For example learning the root word ‘tract’ meaning ‘to drag or pull’
opens up understanding of lots of other words - tractor, subtract, distract, extract, attraction, extract &
helps students then decipher the meaning of these words along with the prefixes or suffixes attached to
them.

Idea - Students could create ‘Root word trees’ where they can connect the new words they are learning
& how they are linked. (Template link in appendix 1 below)
Idea - Students could create their own glossaries of new words they learn & then make a note of the
pre/suffix, the synonyms, antonyms….They could pick a root word & play with it to make other words. (A
list of Root words, prefixes & suffixes are all in appendix 4.)

9. Be aware of phonics teaching from primary school - Phonics is the method of instruction that
teaches students to recognise how sounds & letters map onto one another with varied sound & letter
correspondences.

10. Vocabulary checks - Quiz students on the meaning of subject specific key terms, tier 3 vocabulary,
in the subject glossaries. (Diagram to explain tier words in appendix 2 below) You could also flip it & give the
meaning & they have to write the key term & spell it correctly.

Idea - Widen their vocabulary with A Word A Day . It sends a new word to your email address every day
with the pronunciation, meaning, etymology and its usage in context.

http://www.fatherhoodinstitute.org/training-and-consultancy/fathers-reading-day-training/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sZcl4Md0fkqHojQ7W5yw1sGpMbj9MvOMbAHomoeL7k4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sZcl4Md0fkqHojQ7W5yw1sGpMbj9MvOMbAHomoeL7k4/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.vocabulary.com/
https://freerice.com/categories/english-vocabulary
https://wordsmith.org/awad/index.html


Idea - Help students access assessments & exams by ensuring they understand command words. The
instructions in exams, which are also apart of tier 3 words which cross over all subjects (List of command
words in appendix 3 below)

There is also a new campaign - TOTS - ‘Turn On The Sub-titles’ More information here
Evidence shows having the subtitles on whilst watching TV or films can double the chances of a child
becoming a good reader.

Here is a glossary to help explain some of the language used within this booklet:

Key term Definition Example

Etymology The history of words. Their origins and
how they change over time.

Dehydrogenate = ‘hydro’ = water, ‘gen’ = bring
forth.
Suffix = ‘ate’ = to act
Prefix = ‘de’ = to remove

Morphology The study of word parts & formation,
the roots, suffix and prefix

E.g Un (prefix) rely (root/base word) able (suffix)
ity (second suffix)

Synonyms Words with the same or similar
meaning.

Begin - Start, Assist - Help, Big -Large, Buy -
Purchase, Fast - Quick...

Antonyms Words with the opposite meaning Attack - Defend, Allow - Forbid, Fix - Break...

Root word
(Base word)

The main unit of the word that can’t be
reduced, but can be added to.

E.g. Agree = To have the same idea/opinion.
Add a prefix = Disagree, add a suffix agreeable.

Suffix A word added to the end of a root word
to change its meaning

‘...less’ = without. E.g. Meaningless, spotless,
speechless...

Prefix A word added to the start of a root word
to change the meaning of it. (Often
most useful to teach as there are less of
them, generally 20 appear in 97% of all
prefixed words.Half prefixed words = un, re,
in & dis.)

‘Ex’ or ‘exo’ = out of/away from/external or
outside.
Exterior, Exothermic, Exoskeleton.

Below are examples of types of words that are often a major barrier to weaker readers:

Polysemous
words

Words which have multiple meanings. Bound = leap or tied by a rope.

Homophones Words that sound alike but have
different meanings & spellings

Their - Shows ownership (Their ball)
There - refers to a place (Over there)
They’re - They are (They’re playing ball)

Homographs Words that are spelt the same but have
different meanings

Desert = A dry region with little rainfall
Desert = To leave a place or person

Compound
words

A combination of two or more words
together.

Spellbound, deskbound

https://turnonthesubtitles.org/


Reading in school
● Weaker readers in year seven are buddied up with year twelve students to develop their reading.
● The LRC works with departments to ensure its stock of resources is up to date and relevant to

current content and promotes them to students.
● Students have a reading log to keep track of their reading progress
● All students read in tutor time once a week.
● All departments have a glossary of key disciplinary words. These are tier 3 words which are

specific to the subject. They also have a reading list, most of which are divided by key stages.
(Department information is on the school website)

● Vocabulary is explicitly taught in lessons by breaking down the morphology of words & identifying
the word root, prefixes and suffixes. (Examples in appendix 4)

Appendices: Here is some extra information you may find useful

Appendix 1: Root word tree

This document has several word trees with the root word already completed and one blank one with a list
of lots of ideas.

Appendix 2: Information sheet on Tier words

Appendix 3: Command words
Command words are the words and phrases used in exams and other assessment tasks that tell
students how they should answer the question.
They generally follow Bloom’s Taxonomy which is a framework to categorise instructions based on the
level of difficulty.
For example lower level thinking would be knowledge recall and an exam question asking students to
identify something on a diagram or match definitions, these are generally only awarded low marks in an
exam, 1 or 2 marks normally.  A higher level thinking skill would be evaluating, where students have to
weigh up lots of knowledge and come to a conclusion. This is a much higher level question and may be
between 9 and 20+ marks on an exam paper.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11t_alcSSQHS01hjlreLjENz2iXtxYKIO/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jStbRcbQLHeD39IvURr4QRrgaXk6c5CGg2poMZN21ww/view


Command word definitions:
The main command words are listed below in alphabetical order, they have been taken from AQA and
are generic for all subjects.

Word Definition

Analyse Separate information into components and identify their characteristics.

Apply Put into effect in a recognised way.

Calculate Work out the value of something.

Compare Identify similarities and or differences

Complete Finish a task by adding to given information.

Consider Review and respond to given information.

Contrast Identify differences

Define Specify meaning.

Describe Set out characteristics.

Discuss Present key points about different ideas or strengths and weaknesses of an idea.

Evaluate Judge from available evidence.

Explain Set out purposes or reasons.

Identify Name or otherwise characterise.

Illustrate Present clarifying examples.



Interpret Translate information into recognisable form.

Justify Support a case with evidence.

Outline Set out main characteristics.

Present Present a possible case/solution.

State Express clearly and briefly.

Appendix 4: Information on Root words, Prefixes and suffixes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18ZVb62LuvuDyNQhaJ0RzUCKogUklg2eCkyHJQVbGY8U/view

